CHSU-COM’s Class of 2026 Medical Students

Age Range
21-38
Average is 25

Approximately
3,300 Applicants

30 have MASTER’S Degrees

506
Average MCAT Score

Average Overall GPA
3.4

3.4
Average Science GPA

157 Matriculated Class Size

GENDER
72 Male
84 Female
1 Undisclosed

38 Languages Spoken

>35% Speak Spanish

Top Feeder Schools

UC Davis
CSU Fresno
UC Riverside

UCLA
UC Santa Barbara
Cal Northstate

UC San Diego
UC Santa Cruz
USC

Berkeley
UCI University of California, Irvine

CSU Northridge
UC Merced

32% From Central Valley
92% From California
8% From Out of State

Underrepresented in Medicine
19%
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